FITS
FOR
TOKENHOL
BENEFITS FOR TOKENHOLDERS

Advantages of using FTEC token
and special oﬀers for Token Sale
participants
We use diﬀerent approaches and options of the token to form speciﬁcities
of token economics, including:
1. The stage when the token was bought (during pre-sale, token sale
or another stage).
2. A number of tokens on balance(less than 99 840, more than 99
840).
3. The existence of at least 1 token on the balance ( even 1 token
provide an opportunity to test all the ecosystem's modules for free).
4. A number of tokens spent on using the ecosystem (less than 99
840, more than 99 840).
5. Storage time of token on balance in the ecosystem (more or less
than 99840 minutes (69 days).

To create a demand for the ecosystem's tokens and to increase their
circulation level in the ecosystem, we identiﬁed a number of speciﬁcities
of using FTEC tokens.
Only limited number of users have access to separate functions:
1. "Early supporter" - token buyers on pre-Sale and Token Sale stages.
2. "Node holder" - users who have not less than 99840 FTEC on their
balances.
3. "Full member" - user who spent not less than 99840 FTEC on using
the ecosystem's modules.
4. "Member" - 1 token on the balance is necessary.
5. "Holder" - duration of token storage on the balance in the
ecosystem is not less than 69 days.
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First of all, we introduce the term of the ecosystem user. A number of
modules and services of the ecosystem has a free trial period.
However, to use the trial period of trading modules (the most popular
ecosystem's tool), the user needs to be the holder of at least 1 FTEC
token.
It makes a kind of closure and provides the token with exclusivity. We
want every trader to aim to get FTEC token which will guarantee access to
all the ecosystem's services.
Here you can get acquainted with role and functions of tokens in all the
ecosystem's modules. We want FTEC token to be deeply integrated into
the process of using our services.
How you can use tokens in modules:

Smart Trading Modules
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
( approximate price for using is 0.25% from trading volume).
2*. Buiding priority matrix to conduct operations on a rotating basis. In
the matrix, groups of users form the following queue: Node holder > Early supporter -> Full member -> Holder -> Member.
3. An additional feature is automatic buying when coming back to
buying zone and maintaining conditions of purchase.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Full member.

Adaptive Social Assistant
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module.
2*. An additional feature is getting history with dictionary for manual
backtesting.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Holder.
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Analyzer of the News Background
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module.
2*. An additional feature is an access to early versions of developings
and free testing.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Full member, Holder,
Member.

Analyzer of Arbitrage Windows & Arbitrage Assistant
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 100-300 FTEC for an executed
request).
2*. An additional feature is the possibility of automatic trades despite
the number of tokens on the balance.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Holder.

Exchange Order Management Module
1. The number of available simultaneously opened orders depends on
the number of tokens on the balance.
The user can maintain 10 orders on diﬀerent exchanges at the same
time with minimum balance.
The number of simultaneously opened orders is calculated using
[Balance/1000] rule, where square brackets are an integer part of
the result of the division.Thus, if the user has 11450 on the balance,
11 simultaneously opened orders are available for him/her.
Approximate price for execution of one order is 0.1% from volume of
trading operations.
2*. An additional feature is an unlimited number of simultaneously
maintained orders.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Full member.
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Cryptoacademy
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 1000-10000 FTEC per a lesson).
2*. An additional feature is VIP lessons for following groups: Node
holder, Full member.

Global Price Analyzer
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 100-200 FTEC per a request).
2*. An additional feature is a possibility to set volume which is
necessary for operation.
Is available for Early supporter, Node holder, Full member.

Module of Price Notiﬁcation
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 50-100 FTEC per a request).
2*. An additional feature is a higher number of currency scanners,
available for following groups: Early supporter, Node holder, Holder.
3*. An additional feature is an access to early versions of developings
and free testing.
Is available for: Early supporter, Node holder, Full member, Holder,
Member.

Trading Recommendations Platform
1. The token is used as a mean of payment for buying/selling
recommendations (the price for recommendation is set by author,
the system charges fee).
2*. An additional feature is that recommendations of following groups
are higher in the feed, and the voting weight is bigger: Node holder,
Full member, Holder.
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Module of Cryptocurrency Portfolios Management
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 2000-4000 FTEC per a portfolio).
2*. An additional feature is the possibility to build several types of
portfolios in the same time.
Is available for: Early supporter, Node holder, Full member.
3*. An additional feature is that there will be automatic rebalancing for
following groups: Node holder, Holder.

Service of Trader's Behavioral Analysis
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 500 FTEC per an analysis).
2*. An additional feature is advanced parameters of analysis for
following groups: Early supporter, Node holder, Full member, Holder.

Anomalous Volume Dynamics Analyzer
1. The token is used as a mean of payment when using the module
(approximate price for using is 3000 FTEC per a month).
2*. An additional feature is a wider range of currencies for analysis.
Is available for: Early supporter, Node holder, Full member.
3*. An additional feature is an access to early versions of developings
and free testing.
Is available for: Early supporter, Node holder, Full member, Holder,
Member.
The prices are approximate and can change depending on the market
situation.
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Beneﬁts of early contributions for contributors
The ecosystem oﬀers a complex of exclusive opportunities only for users
who bought tokens on pre-sale and Token Sale stages.
For this, the system has a separate status for users - "Early supporter". It
gives an opportunity to get a beneﬁt from using all additional features
without the necessity to hold a big number of tokens in the ecosystem.
After the token purchase, the user will be able to register an account in
the ecosystem and conﬁrm the special status "Early supporter" in two
ways:
1. To enter secret activation code of special status (code is sent to
email after sending tokens during pre-sale or Token Sale).
2. To send the minimum transaction to specially generated address
from the wallet which was speciﬁed during the token purchase).
Thus, the system associates the certain user with the token buyer on
early stages. And after veriﬁcation, a certain user will get a status "Early
supporter" and following features and rights:
1. Discount on pre-sale and Token Sale stages.
2. Opportunity to buy a large number of tokens for a low price to get
maximum beneﬁt from the ecosystem's instrument.
3. The opportunity for closed beta testing of developed but
unreleased modules.
4. When buying tokens on the pre-sale stage, the user gets the same
sum in credits on coinbot.club (using promo code).
5. Users, who bought tokens on pre-sale stage, will get a bonus for
voting weight in trading recommendations rating and special status
which will randomly show users' trading recommendations in
common list with high probability.
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